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The current version of AutoCAD is AutoCAD 2020. Its development was announced in April 2011 at a keynote at the
CAD/CAM Expo, held annually in New York City. AutoCAD was originally designed as a 2D design tool but was soon
expanded to include 3D capabilities. While the familiar "AutoCAD" trademark is mostly an Autodesk brand name, the real
AutoCAD trademark is owned by Autodesk, Inc. The company acquired the trademark for AutoCAD in 2005. The AutoCAD
trademark is used for any software program related to AutoCAD, but the term is often synonymous with the AutoCAD product
itself. History AutoCAD, LLC was founded in 1982, and the company began selling AutoCAD in 1983. In January 1989,
Autodesk, Inc. acquired AutoCAD. In June 2002, Autodesk acquired other companies including ITX Corporation and AutoCAD
Partner Network, Inc. In January 2011, Autodesk, Inc. acquired the AutoCAD Trademark. In April 2011, Autodesk unveiled
AutoCAD 2020, the company's new software suite. In September 2011, Autodesk, Inc. acquired AEC Engineering and General
Dynamics C4 Systems, as part of its aim to become a "platform" company. In October 2011, Autodesk was awarded the Frost &
Sullivan Award for Best Engineering Product for Autodesk Revit Architecture. In March 2012, Autodesk, Inc. unveiled
AutoCAD 2012, a major upgrade to AutoCAD. In April 2013, Autodesk announced that it would stop producing physical
AutoCAD books in the United States as of July 2013. In October 2013, Autodesk unveiled the new AutoCAD Web Platform,
launching new cloud-based services and mobile apps for AutoCAD. In October 2013, Autodesk announced AutoCAD WREX, a
low-cost version of AutoCAD. In November 2013, Autodesk announced new features for AutoCAD Revit Architecture 2013. In
November 2013, Autodesk announced that it would discontinue its own AutoCAD Xchange product line in the second quarter of
2014, with all remaining subscriptions to be migrated to Autodesk Fusion 360. In March 2015, Autodesk, Inc. announced
AutoCAD LT, the new
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Navigation and tools Navigation tools that are available with AutoCAD Cracked Accounts allow a user to view the drawing in
three-dimensional space, providing greater flexibility to create more complex shapes than is available in the 2D design window.
There are several types of navigation tools available, each with varying levels of functionality and complexity. The pen and path
tools use a cursor to create outlines for objects in a drawing. The pen tool is used to outline shapes and create dotted lines, while
the path tool is used to create continuous shapes such as splines, and a variety of other lines. Each tool has its own set of
commands that can be assigned to different keyboard shortcuts. The pen tool is similar to other graphic-editing programs such as
Paintbrush in that the tool starts out with the cursor set to the center of the shape and lines are drawn outwards from the center.
The direct selection tool is used to draw shapes using a specific selection boundary or to select a part of a shape. A user selects a
tool shape on the drawing canvas by using the mouse or drawing tools. Then, using the keyboard, a command is chosen. The
direct selection tool is used to create dotted lines and shapes for diagrams or mechanical drawings. The tool palette is a collection
of commonly used tools, such as the move tool, duplicate tool, and the wire tool. The User Interface While AutoCAD's
command-based approach to user interface (UI) and workflow may appear as a simple graphical program, there are some unique
features that make it stand out from other design software. Metric and imperial options: The software can be set to automatically
calculate and display a metric or imperial version of the drawing. This is useful for a number of projects, such as construction
contracts that often use imperial units. Themes: Theme customization allows a user to change the color, text, and other aspects of
the UI. Individual users can create or use a default custom UI theme, or modify the default AutoCAD theme. Background jobs:
There is a feature in AutoCAD that allows a user to place a user-defined background job, such as automatically saving a drawing
when a certain event occurs. Custom commands: There is an infinite number of predefined commands in AutoCAD that can be
created and assigned to keyboard shortcuts. These can be used to perform tasks that are difficult or time-consuming, such as
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creating or exporting a drawing, changing a layout option, or performing a macro. Sheet sets a1d647c40b
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AutoCAD Crack+ (LifeTime) Activation Code PC/Windows
When the registration window opens you will see the Keygen in the bottom-left corner. Press it and get the activation code. Copy
and paste it to your console. Q: Grouping elements in a list by their value I have a list of records such as: 1,2,2,1,2,3,2,1 And I
would like to group them by the 2s so it's ordered as: 1,2,2,1 3,2,1 I was thinking about doing: foreach (var item in list) {
if(!list.Any(i => i == item)) { items.Add(item); } } But it seems to be redundant since I can do: foreach (var item in list.Where(i
=> i!= item)) { items.Add(item); } to get the same result. Am I using the group correctly, and is there a better/more functional
way to do this? A: You can use GroupBy (LINQ) on this: var result = list.GroupBy(p => p == 2); Or if you wanted to compare
them: var result = list.GroupBy(p => p == 2? 1 : 0); Several years ago, astronomers in England discovered a powerful and
prolific comet. It was nothing like any other comet they had ever seen, because it was bigger and brighter than anything the
world had ever seen before. A little over a year ago, a scientist in Chile discovered a similar object: a little comet that was
brighter than ever, and a bit bigger than the one found in England. And now, researchers in Mexico say they’ve found a third
comet in the same vicinity: a slightly smaller one than the other two, with a tail that’s made up of more than 100 filaments of
dust. The researchers, led by Pilar Ruiz de León, observed the comet when it made its closest approach to the Earth

What's New in the?
Markup Assist makes it easy to annotate drawings with markup and highlights, changes, or questions. This provides an
opportunity to ask about design issues, verify the engineering process, or exchange ideas. Now you can communicate with your
team using a different tool than your drawing program: AutoCAD. (video: 2:18 min.) Markup Assist supports a wide range of
markup and highlighting styles, including text annotations, change highlights, overlays, markup or text boxes, and comments.
With AutoCAD 2023, you can easily create and modify the annotations you want. You can also incorporate markup and
highlights into parts of the drawing, pages, or plots, and they will persist even when AutoCAD is closed. This means that you can
use annotations to create stand-alone documents, or incorporate them into plots, presentations, or other documents in your
company. You can save and synchronize the data in the annotations with your drawing. (video: 1:16 min.) View a comparison of
the markup and highlighting tools between AutoCAD 2023 and previous releases. Layer Manager: Keep your layers in sync. This
is done through a Layer Manager, which manages a hierarchy of layers in the drawing and keeps them updated when you make
changes to the drawing. You can easily drag and drop layers between groups, and group or ungroup layers to create or remove
groups of layers. Use your layer groups to build a folder structure of layers to keep your design safe and organized. (video: 1:19
min.) Drag and drop Layers to create or eliminate groups of layers. Save and synchronize annotations made in the drawing to all
layers in the drawing. Preview layers in a layer group and change the order of the layers. Create consistent, accurate, and
effective layer groups for drawing elements. Consolidate layers or create multiple layers for modeling geometry. Layers can be
annotated and highlighted and can be incorporated into parts of the drawing. Create a new document and import existing layers
for editing. Download a layer or move multiple layers to a new drawing. Using the Layer Manager, you can organize layers in
groups, and you can move, duplicate, or delete layers. (video: 1:20 min.) Rotate and scale the entire drawing. View all drawings
from multiple sessions of a project. New
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:
Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP2, Vista SP1, Windows 7 or Windows 8 (64-bit CPU recommended) Processor: Intel Pentium 4
1.6 GHz or AMD Athlon 64 1.7 GHz Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: DX10 compatible video card, OpenGL version 2.1 or later
DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Disk: 25 MB available space Sound Card: DirectX
compatible sound card Additional Notes: *Note: DirectX
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